HYDROXI PRO® GROUT SMARTTM
Restores & brightens tile & grout, brick, & natural stone to its original color. Reduces contaminates with the power of hydrogen
peroxide. Once the hard surfaces have been renovated, Grout Smart™ may be diluted to a light solution for daily cleaning.
Establishing a maintenance program maximizes chemical use & reduces time in each work station, saving you money.
Can be used on virtually any hard surfaces, including all types of tile, grout, tumbled marble, travertine, stained concrete,
brick & more!
pp Non-toxic

pp Restores

pp No residue

pp Brightens

pp No rinsing

pp Reduces contaminates

pp No grout/tile etching

pp Removes soap build-up

HPGS-32
Hydroxi Pro® Grout Smarttm is available in 32 oz /Case of 6 each. or 128 oz. bottles/ Cases of 4 each.

Directions:
Preparation:
1. Sweep or dust mop the floor to remove debris.
2. Dilute concentrate with cool, cold or unheated water, either 1:128 for light duty or daily maintenance
and 1:10 for stone & grout restoration. Let stand for 10 minutes, then scrub using auto-scrub machine
or brush. Rinse with CLEAN water.
3. Use a dilution of 1:5 with cool, cold or unheated water for heavy duty cleaning and auto scrubbing.
Let stand for 10 minutes, then scrub using auto-scrub machine or brush. Rinse with CLEAN water to
remove soil.

The Hydroxi Pro® low toxicity
brand symbolizes Core Products
Co., Inc.’s commitment to safer
cleaning solutions.
Safer for the environment and
no hazardous materials!

APPLICATIONS:

HPGS

pp Floors
pp Walls

pp Showers & Bath
pp General Mopping/Cleaning
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